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Of Self & Circumstance
Music and Representation in the Works of Rodrigo
Walter Aaron Clark

The year 2021 marks the 120th anniversary of the birth of one of the most
important composers in the history
of the guitar and perhaps the leading
Spanish composer of concert music
from the 1940s to 1980s: Joaquín Rodrigo
(1901–99). This article focuses attention
on Rodrigo’s exceptional life and music
by surveying the wide variety of styles
in which he composed, represented by
works with which many performers
and aficionados of his music may not
be familiar. It is crucial for us to engage
with this dimension of his catalogue in
order to gain a deeper and more nuanced
understanding of his musical style, the
influences at work upon and within it.
Joaquín Rodrigo, 1960. Photo courtesy of the
This survey will then prepare us to
Fundación Victoria y Joaquín Rodrigo, Madrid.
examine in greater detail the guitar works
themselves, through a bibliographic overview of the extensive literature on his guitar music, including published and unpublished writings. There is no doubting the
centrality of these works to his legacy, and they continue to enjoy pride of place in
the general perception of his oeuvre, even if that perception is misleading. What this
exploration will reveal is that Rodrigo’s music, usually descriptive in nature, was in
a very real sense the way that the blind composer visualized the world around him,
the way that he situated himself within his circumstances.
The great challenge one faces in surveying the works of Joaquín Rodrigo lies in
the sheer quantity of pieces he composed and the enormous variety of media, genres,
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and styles that they encompass. Rodrigo’s entire output includes about two hundred
compositions spanning over six decades. Many of these works do not conform to
expectations conditioned by the guitar music alone, because they lie well beyond
the Spanish pale in their stylistic versatility. Conspicuous among these are the Suite
para piano (1923), Per la flor del lliri blau for orchestra (1934), Concierto heroico for
piano and orchestra (1943), Soleriana for chamber orchestra (1954), Himnos de los
neófitos de Qumrán for vocalists and chamber ensemble (1965–74), and A la busca del
más allá for orchestra (1976).1 These works reveal his attraction to orchestral color,
capacity for thematic development, willingness to experiment with dissonance, and
enduring attraction to literary texts and visual images.

A Composer of Many Facets
The unfortunate irony of Rodrigo’s career and enduring reputation is that this prolific
and versatile composer is known to the music world almost exclusively for a small
handful of works, principally guitar concertos, and king among those the Concierto
de Aranjuez. The renown these compositions enjoy is well deserved, and my purpose
here is not to suggest otherwise, to question the collective taste of his legions of
admirers. Rather, it is we ourselves whom we seek to benefit here, not the composer.
For we deprive ourselves of rare pleasure and inspiration by ignoring so many works
that may not remind us of the Aranjuez but nonetheless exhibit the same passionate
embrace of life in all its diverse expressions, the same technical resourcefulness and
stylistic originality that we savor in his better-known masterpieces. And yet the ineluctable fact remains that this is a Herculean task: we need an effective strategy for
approaching and comprehending such an enormous mass of material.
The customary method would be to break his oeuvre into genres: concertos, tone
poems, chamber music, songs, and so on. Another might be to organize it by media:
orchestra, chorus, solo vocal, guitar, and so on. Yet another would be to arrange
the works in chronological order, so as to trace the evolution of his style over time
and to integrate musical analysis into the biographical narrative. Of course, some
combination of genre, media, and chronology might suffice. It seems, however, that
Rodrigo’s music invites yet another approach, one that addresses his fundamental
aesthetic inclinations as a creative artist and highlights the multiple facets of his
distinctive musical personality, a personality greatly shaped by the gradual loss of
his vision from the age of three (the result of contracting diphtheria). In the final
analysis, blindness appears to have been not a hindrance but a rather a spur to his
vast and multifaceted output.
1 Fortunately for Rodrigo enthusiasts, there is a comprehensive collection of recordings of
nearly his entire output—though new works continue to be discovered. Joaquín Rodrigo
Edition (Brilliant Classics, 9297, 2013) consists of twenty-one compact discs of all the works
recorded up to that time, by various artists on various labels. Liner notes in English are by
Raymond Calcraft, who is also featured conducting several of the works on these discs.
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Better, then, to look at Rodrigo’s music through multiple lenses, including literary,
folkloric, virtuosic, sacred, historical, theatrical, and descriptive. To be sure, there
is considerable overlap between these areas, and a piece that we include under, say,
“virtuosic” may well have folkloric and descriptive characteristics as well: the Concierto
de Aranjuez is one such example. I treat the works below under their various rubrics
according to what I view as their dominant aesthetic quality. In terms of chronological
order, there is a somewhat synchronic character to the composer’s musical corpus,
whereby he wrote in a variety of styles at the same time, making the establishment
of a stylistic evolution not only difficult but somewhat misleading. The traditional
“early–middle–late” treatment is neither relevant nor useful in Rodrigo’s case. Thus I
do not shrink from including a work from the 1930s with one from the 1960s under
the same heading. There are persistent traits in Rodrigo’s musical personality that
did not change significantly over time.

Rodrigo and Literature
Rodrigo was a great lover of literature.2 He read widely and had a large library. There
were many classics available in Braille, but he could also depend on friends and
family to read to him. Thus it comes as no surprise that he wrote numerous vocal
works inspired by and utilizing a variety of texts, especially those with an Iberian
pedigree. Rodrigo was attracted both to the classics from Spain’s Siglo de Oro of
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and to writings by contemporary authors.
Ausencias de Dulcinea (1948), a symphonic poem for bass/baritone, four sopranos,
and orchestra, is a setting of a poem from Cervantes’s Don Quijote, while song sets
such as Dos poemas de Juan Ramón Jiménez (1960), for voice and piano, reveal a fine
sensitivity to modern literature.
The cantata Música para un códice salmantino utilizes a poetic homage by Miguel de
Unamuno (1864–1936) to the Universidad de Salamanca, with which the renowned
philosopher was long affiliated. Unamuno’s Oda a Salamanca extols the cultural riches
and enchanting environs of that historic locale, home to a university that celebrated
its seven-hundredth anniversary in the year that this work was composed, 1953.
Another modern author aroused Rodrigo’s musical interest, resulting in the
exquisite collection of ten songs entitled Con Antonio Machado. Like Unamuno,
Machado (1875–1939) was a member of the so-called Generation of 1898, a group of
writers who sought to redefine Spain’s culture and place in the modern world after
its disastrous war with the United States.
Rodrigo’s wife, Victoria Kamhi, was from Turkey and of Sephardic ancestry. They
met while they were in Paris during the late 1920s and early 1930s, she studying piano

2 For insights into Rodrigo’s relationship with Iberian literature in particular, see Raymond
Calcraft, “Joaquín Rodrigo y las literaturas de España,” Música y Educación: Revista Trimestral
de Pedagogía Musical 5, no. 9 (April 1992): 37–46.
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and he as a composition student of Paul Dukas at the École Normale de Musique.
They married in 1933.
Rodrigo took a passionate interest in his wife’s ancestral culture, as well as the
indelible imprint that Jews made on Spanish music and literature before the Expulsion
in 1492. This fascination found memorable expression in the Cuatro canciones sefardíes
for voice and piano of 1965. Another interesting deviation from Castilian texts is the
Quatre cançons en llengua catalana, also for voice and piano, composed between 1934
and 1946. These works bear witness to Rodrigo’s embrace of Spain in its entirety, both
in time and space. The same is true of his use of folklore.

Rodrigo and Folklore
Though Spain is often reduced in the popular imagination to flamenco, in fact it is a
large nation of many regions, each with its own distinctive traditions in music, dance,
costume, and language. Spanish composers from the Renaissance onward have had
at their disposal an inexhaustible well of traditional and popular music from which
to draw ideas. It is not hard to think of examples in the standard guitar repertory:
Narváez’s treatment of the romanesca on the vihuela, Sanz’s spirited dances for
Baroque guitar, evocations of the fandango in Soler, Scarlatti, and Boccherini (these
last two Italians who worked in Spain for decades). In the nineteenth century, there
was an explosion of guitar and keyboard music inspired by folklore, culminating in
the nationalist piano works by Albéniz and Granados.3 The heritage they exalted in
Iberia and Goyescas, respectively, continued to inspire their successors, especially
Falla and his contemporaries Turina and Rodrigo. However, whereas Albéniz, Falla,
and Turina were strongly attracted to flamenco, Granados was more focused on
Castile in the time of Goya. Rodrigo, however, stands out as a composer whose
works embrace folkloric traditions from the entire peninsula, from the Concierto
andaluz for four guitars and orchestra (1967) to the Set cançons valencianes for violin
and piano (1982), and from the aforementioned Quatre cançons en llengua catalana to
the Sonatas de Castilla con toccata a modo de pregón for piano (1950–51). Many other
works that he composed at his Braille machine,4 such as the Doce canciones populares
españolas for piano and voice (1951), Tres danzas de España for piano (1941), and
Palillos y panderetas for orchestra (1982), provide further evidence of his unending
absorption in the multifarious melodies, rhythms, and instruments of Spain’s many
3 See the author’s biographies Isaac Albéniz: Portrait of a Romantic (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2002); translated by Paul Silles as Isaac Albéniz: Retrato de un romántico (Madrid: Turner, 2002); and Enrique Granados: Poet of the Piano (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2011); translated by Patricia Caicedo as Enrique Granados: Poeta del piano
(Barcelona: Boileau, 2016).
4 Rodrigo’s method of composition was as collaborative as it was laborious. He would commit
his inspirations to music notation in Braille using a special machine. He would then read the
Braille score to an assistant, who would write the music out in conventional notation. His wife,
Vicky, would then play the music at the piano so that Rodrigo could hear it and make any
necessary changes. Vicky would not hesitate to make recommendations as well.
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Joaquín Rodrigo and Victoria Kamhi de Rodrigo at the piano in 1942. Photo
courtesy of the Fundación Victoria y Joaquín Rodrigo, Madrid.

regions. Despite the rise of the international avant-garde in Spain and the progressive composers of the so-called Generation of 1951, Rodrigo and his friend Torroba
remained steadfast in their devotion to the tradition of their nationalist predecessors,
giving rise in particular to a florescence of music for the guitar, that quintessentially
Spanish instrument.5

Rodrigo and Virtuosity
Rodrigo was himself an accomplished pianist, and Victoria was at least as good as he
was. Not surprisingly, then, there is a conspicuous vein of technical virtuosity in many
of his works, particularly his concertos. Like many composers before him, including
Bach, Beethoven, and Liszt, he could be merciless in the demands he made on the
5 For a fuller discussion of Torroba, see Walter Aaron Clark and William Craig Krause, Federico
Moreno Torroba: A Musical Life in Three Acts (New York: Oxford University Press, 2016);
translated by Luis Gago as Federico Moreno Torroba: Una vida musical en tres actos (Madrid:
Instituto Complutense de Ciencias Musicales, 2021).
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performer if the musical message he sought to convey required it. Though his resort
to virtuosity does not come at the expense of musical substance, he was not unaware
of how hard some of his music could be to play. We can see this fact on display in a
telling exchange with guitarist Pepe Romero regarding the Concierto para una fiesta,
composed for and premiered by Pepe in 1983:
[Rodrigo and I] always had a ritual of smoking cigars together. [The composer said,]
“You know I am going to die soon, but you will die soon too because everyone dies. And
then think how much fun we are going to have smoking our cigars and saying—‘Look
at those poor bastards down there trying to play our piece.’ ”6

His first guitar concerto, the Concierto de Aranjuez (1938–39), required a degree
of facility unprecedented in guitar concertos to that time, and over eighty years later,
it still remains a challenging test of a guitarist’s artistry. However, he wrote concertos
for other, more traditional instruments, such as the piano (Concierto heroico), flute
(Concierto pastoral, 1978), harp (Concierto serenata, 1951–54), cello (Concierto en modo
galante of 1949 and Concierto como un divertimento of 1981), and violin (Concierto de
estío, 1943–44). All of these works exhibit Rodrigo’s trademark blend of energetic
rhythms, stirring lyricism, and detailed knowledge of the idiomatic resources of
each instrument.

Rodrigo and the Sacred
Rodrigo was a deeply spiritual man, a person of sincere faith, but his precise religious
inclinations strike one as somewhat ambiguous. He was Catholic but not nearly as
ascetically devout as Falla. And we recall that he married a Sephardic Jew, something
one finds it hard to imagine a strict Catholic (or, for her part, a very observant Jew)
doing. He would attend synagogue with her even as she would go with him to Mass.
Was this more a matter of social convention than inner convictions? It is hard to
say, though one suspects that both may have been somewhat skeptical about traditional religion but generally chose to keep their doubts to themselves. However, this
does not imply indifference to religious traditions, texts, and spiritual matters. True,
Rodrigo’s sacred works are neither numerous nor conventional, and other than a
youthful Ave Maria, he never wrote a Stabat Mater, a Te Deum, or a setting of the
Ordinary of the Mass. But religiously inspired works are conspicuous in his oeuvre,
and they are the polar opposite of the popular and popularized Rodrigo the world
knows so well, the Rodrigo of flamenco rhythms and virtuosic guitars. For instance,
Victoria translated passages from the Dead Sea Scrolls (discovered in 1946/47) into
6 Pepe recalled this conversation in an interview conducted by John Duarte, “Record Reviews,”
Gramophone (1984): 36. See this author’s book Los Romeros: Royal Family of the Spanish Guitar
(Urbana-Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 2018), 215–47, for more about their collaborations with Rodrigo and other composers.
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Spanish poetry for Joaquín to set in his hauntingly mystical Himnos de los neófitos
de Qumrán. This was a very unconventional choice of texts for a sacred work. It may
well be that the messianic Judaism of the Essene sect that compiled these scrolls at
its monastery in Qumran represented to Victoria and Joaquín a sort of juncture of
her Judaic and his Catholic faith traditions. Though Jesus was not associated with
this sect, his apocalyptic message was very similar to that of the Essenes, and it
was this End Times strain of first-century CE Judaism that gave rise to Christianity.
Another evocation of ancient Judaism in his oeuvre is the choral work Triste estaba
el rey David for mixed chorus (1950–51).
To be sure, there are Catholic evocations in his output as well. Prominent among
these is the setting of a text by Saint Francis of Assisi, Cántico a San Francisco de Asís,
a cantata for chorus and orchestra (1982).7 A further demonstration of his wide-ranging tastes in spiritual texts is the Tríptic de Mossèn Cinto for soprano and orchestra
(1946). Mossèn Cinto (mossèn = priest, and Cinto is a nickname for Jacint) was the
agnomen of the celebrated Catalan poet and cleric Jacint Verdaguer (1845–1902).
He was one of the leading literary figures of the nineteenth-century Catalan cultural
revival called the Renaixença, and his epic 1877 poem L’Atlàntida served as the basis
for Falla’s eponymous opera. Verdaguer’s devotional temperament finds expression
in this “triptych.”

Rodrigo and History
Rodrigo grew up in a country with a very long and diverse history, one stretching back
to at least the Paleolithic. His native Valencia is situated on the Mediterranean coast
and has always provided a crossroads for seafaring civilizations, from Phoenicians and
Greeks to Carthaginians, Romans, Arabs, and Italians. Add to this cultural mix the
presence of Roma and Jews, and it is less difficult to understand Rodrigo’s appetite
for and absorption in the past. The colorful pageant of Spanish history exercised a
powerful influence on his creative imagination. Thus there are repeated evocations
of bygone ages in Rodrigo’s scores, especially of Spain’s golden age during the period
from 1500 to 1700. The cultural achievements of that extraordinary epoch lived on
in his music, which in turn constituted an affirmation of the enduring relevance and
value of Spanish culture and tradition in the modern era.
Indeed, Rodrigo’s earliest composition was Homenaje a un viejo clavicordio
(Sarabanda–Pavana–Giga) for piano (1922), an homage to the old clavichord and
7 In Rodrigo’s words, the saint’s text “joyously celebrates the work of God who made the
universe and its creatures.” See Joaquín Rodrigo: Voice & Vision, trans. Raymond Calcraft and
Elizabeth Matthews (Bath: Brown Dog Books, 2016), 241. This book is an invaluable compendium of Rodrigo’s thoughts on composers and their music, as well as on his own compositions.
Of special interest is a recently expanded edition of this work, which includes many other
writings from the archive translated by Calcraft and Matthews: Joaquín Rodrigo: Writings
on Music (Abingdon: Routledge, 2021). It also features an insightful essay by Calcraft on the
relationship between literature and music in Rodrigo’s career.
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the sorts of courtly dances realized on it. A kindred work was the Tres viejos aires de
danza for chamber orchestra (1929), a title reminiscent of Respighi’s Ancient Airs
and Dances. The dominant Spanish vocal genre of the Siglo de Oro was the villancico,
a kind of carol or song that existed in both secular and sacred varieties. It provided
the inspiration for his own set of Villancicos for soprano, tenor, choir, and orchestra
(1952). This author’s sentimental favorite is the Zarabanda lejana y Villancico, which
exists in versions for two pianos and for orchestra (the Zarabanda lejana itself was
originally for guitar in 1926 and arranged that same year for solo piano). This “distant sarabande” and its accompanying Villancico bear a dedication to the vihuela
of Renaissance master Luis de Milán. Rodrigo also made piano arrangements of
vihuela music by Milán, Mudarra, and others. Themes from the works of Gaspar
Sanz provide the raw material for the Fantasía para un gentilhombre, a colorfully
evocative guitar concerto composed for and premiered by Andrés Segovia in 1958.
The Concierto madrigal, for two guitars and orchestra, was written for the celebrated
duo of Ida Presti and Alexandre Lagoya but premiered by Pepe and Angel Romero
in 1970. As its title suggests, it also draws inspiration from the musical past, in particular a Renaissance madrigal by Jacques Arcadelt entitled O felici occhi miei (Oh
my happy eyes). To be sure, Rodrigo’s musicological interests were not confined to
composition. He was a leading authority on vihuela and guitar music of the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, lecturing and writing on these subjects. In 1952 he was
appointed to hold the Manuel de Falla Chair in the Faculty of Philosophy and Arts
at Madrid’s Complutense University, a post he retained until 1978.

Rodrigo and the Theater
It strikes one as odd that Rodrigo would be so attracted to the theater, given the fact
that he could never see what was transpiring on stage. But despite this disability, he
read the dramatic literature widely and enjoyed attending theatrical productions.
Yet as much as he loved the theater, it was not the arena in which he chose to make
a name for himself, and concert music would remain his forte. Still, he composed
some memorable works for the stage, including musical theater and ballet. In fact,
in 1946 he and Torroba collaborated on a zarzuela, El duende azul. El hijo fingido is
another delightful zarzuela, from the period 1955–60, while the Pavana real is a ballet
score of 1954 that bears witness to Rodrigo’s ongoing love affair with the past. Also
worthy of mention are his efforts as a composer of film music during the 1950s. He
completed three scores, including one for Rafael Gil’s Sor Intrépida (1952).

Rodrigo and Descriptive Music
One final aspect of Rodrigo’s creative personality is his penchant for writing music
that is programmatic, in the sense of telling a story, or that derives its inspiration
from nature and the historical monuments of man. These descriptive works were
his way of “seeing” the world, forming mental images not only from his voluminous
reading but also from sensing his environment by means both tactile and aural. In
8
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this way he joined in the long tradition of program music from the birdcall virelais
and hunting-themed caccias of the fourteenth century to L’Apprenti sorcier by his
mentor Dukas. There was a regular profusion of similar works by Rodrigo, inspired
by wildlife (Canción del cucú, 1937), architectural monuments (Sones en la Giralda,
1963), childhood (Cinco piezas infantiles, 1924), historical events (La destrucción de
Sagunto, 1954), outer space (A la busca del más allá, 1976), or a particular species of
bureaucrat (Gran marcha de los subsecretarios, 1941). Each one is a vivid evocation
of something meaningful, entertaining, or exotic. It is by means of these external
points of reference that we gain entrance into Rodrigo’s internal reality, which in
turn dictated his stylistic orientation.

Rodrigo’s Style
This brief survey of Rodrigo’s multifaceted musical personality allows us to make
some generalizations about his style. Despite the wide variety of genres and media
embodied within his sizable corpus of works, there are certain features that remain
consistent throughout his career. These provide coherence across the catalogue
and indeed the decades, giving his compositions a certain quality that makes them
recognizable to those already familiar with his music.
If one sought to summarize in a single word Rodrigo’s stylistic orientation, it might
be neoclassicism. This was a movement in early-twentieth-century music arising out
of a rejection of the late-Romantic aesthetic dominated by Austro-German composers like Bruckner, Mahler, and especially Wagner, whose music came to represent
to neoclassicists the excesses of musical nationalism, its subjectivity and gigantism.
And much of this rejection had to do with strong political currents and anti-German
sentiment. Beginning with Stravinsky’s Pulcinella ballet in 1919, neoclassicism retreated
(or advanced, depending on one’s point of view) into the past of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. The divisive particularism that accompanied a proliferation of
national musical styles in the 1800s would be superseded by neoclassicism, a modernized version of what was perceived to be a more international, universal musical
language prior to the 1800s. And the re-embrace of tonality would counter the rise of
atonality, which far from being a radical break with the late-Romantic past was rightly
viewed as its logical and inevitable fulfillment, as pervasive chromaticism eroded any
remaining sense of a tonal center and led to the development of systematic means
for the “emancipation of dissonance,” as Schoenberg put it.8
Neoclassicism was the prevailing style in Paris of the 1920s and ’30s, where Rodrigo
matured as a composer during his studies there with Dukas. Thus his works would
remain grounded in tonality. There are times when certain pieces or passages verge
on atonality, through the use of bitonality or exotic scales, but only for expressive
8 First articulated in his 1926 essay “Opinion or Insight?,” in Style and Idea: Selected Writings of
Arnold Schoenberg, ed. Leonard Stein, with translations by Leo Black (New York: St. Martins
Press; London: Faber, 1975), 258–64.
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effect or surface color, not because of a fundamental shift in his musical language,
which remained wedded to traditional harmony throughout his career. He never
experimented with the serialism of Anton Webern or Pierre Boulez, much less
with electronic music in the manner of Karlheinz Stockhausen or with the aleatoric
procedures of John Cage. Just listen to the “Entrada” from Soleriana followed immediately by almost any work by Rameau, and you will quickly perceive Rodrigo’s
debt to neoclassicism both present and past.
Rather than merely mimicking the French composers of Les Six, however,
Rodrigo’s neoclassicism was mediated through voices closer to home, which is to
say Spain’s original neoclassicist, Manuel de Falla. In a significant departure from
mainstream neoclassicism, Rodrigo happily embraced nationalist elements grounded
in Spanish history and culture. This is a lesson Rodrigo learned from Falla, whose own
neoclassical works from the 1920s, such as the puppet opera El retablo de maese Pedro
and his Harpsichord Concerto, draw on historical sources in Spanish literature and
music, recalling not only the Siglo de Oro but affirming the primacy of Castile as the
spiritual, cultural, and political fulcrum of the country.9 That is to say that Rodrigo
adopted the musical means, the various techniques and devices of neoclassicism,
without the constraints of post-Great War anti-nationalism. Like Falla, he found a
way to blend the two streams of neoclassicism and nationalism, free of cynicism or
chauvinism. This was part of a trend in twentieth-century Spanish arts and letters
known as neocasticismo, a modernized version of “pure Spanishness.” Composers
grounded their works in the Spanish heritage but embraced modernist stylistic
elements that left no doubt as to the century in which their works were composed.
We are walking on thin ice, however, if we attempt to connect any particular work
by Rodrigo to an overarching political agenda. This is especially hazardous considering
that most of his renowned works were written during the Franco dictatorship. For
instance, one might be tempted to view the Concierto de Aranjuez as an affirmation
of Castile’s historic centrality in Spain, both geographically and culturally. It was
composed in Paris in 1939, at the precise moment when Franco’s right-wing nationalists completed their conquest of Spain. But if this argument is to be made, it must
rest on more than the concerto’s title, for as Rodrigo scholar Javier Suárez-Pajares
informs us, he “composed” the title after he composed the music, so that the palace
and gardens of Aranjuez were not the driving force in his creative process.10 And even
if we were to proceed on the premise that the Aranjuez concerto was an expression
of Castilocentric nationalism, how could we explain Rodrigo’s Sephardic songs, his
songs with Catalan texts, or his continuing love affair with Andalusian songs and
dances, which the first movement of the Aranjuez in fact evokes? None of this sort of

9 For a recent and deeply insightful examination of Falla’s neoclassical works, see Michael
Christoforidis, Manuel de Falla and Visions of Spanish Music (New York: Routledge, 2018),
chapters 7–11.
10 See Javier Suárez-Pajares, “Circunstancias de la composición, estreno y difusión del Concierto
de Aranjuez.” Scherzo: Revista de música 34, no. 356 (November 2019): 72–77.
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thing buttressed the Francoist ideology concerning Spanish identity; in fact, it defied
the nationalist government’s policy of suppressing languages other than Castilian.
Nonetheless, Rodrigo’s musical style cannot have been completely insulated from
the political and cultural currents that swirled around him, often with violent force.
His adherence to metricality, tonality, and folklore throughout a career spanning
nearly seven decades was certainly a response to competing worldviews, but there
is little doubt that Rodrigo would have composed the music he did, the way he did,
regardless of which political party prevailed in Spain. That his musical style sometimes
accorded with right-wing nationalism was not so much the result of deliberation as
it was of coincidence.
In the final analysis, Rodrigo’s choices, whether marital or musical, were highly
personal in nature and not driven by political or religious affiliation, much less
by a desire to be progressive for the sake of being progressive, to join the postwar
avant-garde simply because that was “the thing to do.” Perhaps partly as a result of
his blindness, Rodrigo’s inner life was complex and highly individual. That inner life,
impossible for us fully to comprehend, was nonetheless the true wellspring of his
art.11 As literary scholar Nelson Orringer points out:
Joaquín Rodrigo wrote that music arose in response to the human need to make an
image of the surrounding world. Affected by [philosopher José Ortega y Gasset’s]
view of life as the interaction of self and circumstance, Rodrigo would eventually
attribute to music enough subtlety to paint even beings in the artist’s ambience with
perceptible properties.12

11 The preceding is a revised excerpt from an essay first published in conjunction with a special
Rodrigo exhibition at the Biblioteca Nacional de España in Madrid, from May to September
2019. See “Más allá de Aranjuez: El legado musical de Joaquín Rodrigo,” in El paisaje acústico
de Joaquín Rodrigo, ed. Ana Benavides and Walter Aaron Clark, 31–61 (Madrid: Biblioteca
Nacional de España, 2019). This volume contains five other articles by leading experts in this
area and will be of interest to both specialists and enthusiasts alike. It is entirely in Spanish.
The complete English version of the essay appears in the author’s recently published bio-bibliography of the composer, Joaquín Rodrigo: A Research and Information Guide (New York:
Routledge, 2021). This includes a substantial biography; a summary of primary sources; an annotated bibliography of some 254 secondary sources; original sources of Rodrigo’s writings in
compilations; a catalogue of works; a selected discography of compilations; and a chronology
of the composer’s life, Spanish history, and Spanish culture. This author and Javier SuárezPajares, the leading expert on Rodrigo’s life and music, are currently preparing the first-ever
book-length biography of the composer in English, under contract with W.W. Norton. It is
hoped and expected that the book will be available in late 2022 or early 2023.
12 From his article “The Absent Dulcinea: Joaquín Rodrigo’s Song to Music Itself,” Hispanic
Journal of Research 21, no. 2 (April 2020): 115. Orringer later revised this essay and published
it in his book Uniting Music and Poetry in Twentieth-Century Spain (Lanham, MD: Lexington,
2021), 125–38.
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Rodrigo and the Guitar: A Bibliographic Guide
Writings on the Guitar Music in General
Rodrigo was not himself an accomplished guitarist; yet by working directly with
renowned virtuosos such as Regino Sainz de la Maza, Andrés Segovia, and the
Romeros, he acquired an intimate knowledge of the instrument and remains among
the foremost composers ever to have written for it, not only in terms of the amount
of guitar music he wrote but also its centrality in the instrument’s repertoire. Thus
both the sheer quantity and exceptional quality of his works for the guitar compel
our attention. As is the case with research on his piano music, which is generally
conducted by pianists, scholars in this area are usually themselves guitarists (present
author included).
This bibliography begins with an overview of the literature on his guitar music in
general. Because of the sustained interest in his Concierto de Aranjuez in particular, a
section devoted to it follows the general survey. That work, as explored in the previous
essay, has tended to monopolize the attention paid to Rodrigo, to the detriment of
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